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Company
Information
Lead Assassin is a B2B Lead Generation
company that powers small businesses and
digital marketing agencies with qualified leads. 

Think of us as your extended team that does all
the heavy work to deliver highly qualified and
ready-to-buy leads so you can focus on your core
business operations and closing more sales.



Why Choose Us?

We are obsessed with bringing quality
leads to your sales funnel. We combine
our extensive knowledge with the best
lead-generation practices to help you
outperform the competition.

You want leads. We bring them.



Our Vision
To become the lead generation

company of choice through industry
knowledge, use of technology, and

years of experience in delivering
maximum client satisfaction. 

Our Mission
To achieve excellence on your behalf.
We bring you leads that will become
your regular customers, ensuring the

uncompromising success of your
business for years to come.

Our Commitment
We will bring you at least a minimum of 10 highly
qualified, ready-to-buy leads every single month.

If not, your next month is free.



Clients we work with



Testimonials from our clients:



Testimonials from our clients:
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CASE STUDY 1:

s
NICHE: CREATIVE / AUGMENTED

AND VIRTUAL REALITY

ATALYST VR
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Catalyst VR is a Virtual Reality company that
specializes in creating immersive experiences
for a variety of industries. Despite their
innovative offerings, they have been facing a
significant challenge - a lack of a consistent
stream of leads entering their pipeline. 
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INTRODUCTION
AND BACKGROUND

Case StudiesLead Assassin

The team at Catalyst VR has been spending
countless hours running lead generation
campaigns, yet they are still struggling to
generate the number of leads they need to grow
their business. In the face of this challenge, they
partnered with Lead Assassin to help them turn
their lead generation efforts around and create a
steady flow of qualified leads into their pipeline.



SOME EXAMPLES:

Traffik - One of the
fastest-growing
agencies in Sydney

Clemenger Melbourne -
Over $578 million in
revenue per year

Chep Network - Over
$100 million in revenue
per year
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RESULTS AND
HIGHLIGHTS
Within 90 days of working with our team,

Catalyst VR saw significant results from the

cold email campaigns we launched on their

behalf. We were able to generate more than 150

new sales contacts or meetings for the company.

This represents a substantial increase in the

number of leads entering their pipeline and is a

clear indication that our approach is working.

https://traffik.com.au/
https://www.clemengerbbdo.com.au/en
https://www.clemengerbbdo.com.au/en
https://www.clemengerbbdo.com.au/en
https://www.clemengerbbdo.com.au/en
https://chepnetwork.com/
https://www.clemengerbbdo.com.au/en


Our cold campaigns get an average of 70% open rates and 5-15%
response rates. The standard open rate for cold email campaigns is

between 30% to 40% only, and 3% for response rates.

COLD EMAIL CAMPAIGN STATISTICS
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AUSTRALIA CAMPAIGN
- OVERALL STATISTICS
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UK CAMPAIGN -
OVERALL STATISTICS



In conclusion, the partnership between Catalyst VR and Lead Assassin
resulted in a significant increase in the number of leads entering the
client's pipeline. By utilizing our advanced list-building tools and
dependable sources, we were able to create a comprehensive list of their
ideal audience, and launch targeted cold email campaigns that effectively
promoted their services.
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CONCLUSION

The success of these campaigns was clearly demonstrated by the 150+
new meetings that we generated for Catalyst VR within a 90-day period.
These leads have the potential to become valuable clients for the
company, which could bring in significant new business and help Catalyst
VR to continuously grow. 



s

CASE STUDY 2:

NICHE: TECHNOLOGY
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Textgrid is a startup SMS API provider that specializes
in creating customizable SMS messaging solutions for
businesses. Despite their cutting-edge technology, the
company has been facing a significant challenge - a
lack of a consistent flow of leads entering their pipeline.
As a startup, Textgrid is up against well-established
players in the industry like Twilio, which makes it even
more challenging to generate leads and establish their
presence in the market.
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Despite the team at Textgrid dedicating countless hours
to lead generation efforts, they have been struggling to
generate enough leads to fuel their business growth. In
the face of this challenge, they sought the expertise of
the team at Lead Assassin to develop a strategy that
will generate a consistent flow of qualified leads and
help them to differentiate their business from the well-
established competition in the SMS API market.

Case StudiesLead Assassin

INTRODUCTION
AND BACKGROUND



Screenshot of our lead tracker:
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RESULTS AND
HIGHLIGHTS
The results of the partnership between

Textgrid and Lead Assassin were

impressive, with a significant increase

in the number of leads entering the

client's pipeline. We were able to help

Textgrid go from an average of 2 leads

per month to 30 leads per month using

our cold email and LinkedIn outreach

strategies. This increase in leads

represents a significant boost to the

company's growth prospects.



Our cold email campaigns get an average
of 40-50% open rates and 3-5% response
rates. We gen an average of 5 to 8
meetings per week for this client.

COLD EMAIL CAMPAIGN STATISTICS
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One of the major highlights of our engagement
was the success of our efforts in booking meetings

with some of Textgrid's dream clients. Our team
was able to schedule meetings with well-known

companies such as Aircall.io, Calendly.io and
TigerConnect, which helped Textgrid to increase

its brand visibility and credibility. 

Additionally, the engagement with us allowed
them to differentiate themselves from the

competition, highlighting the unique value they
can bring to the table. We helped Textgrid craft

messaging and positioning that made them
stand out in the crowded SMS API market.



Overall, the partnership between Textgrid and Lead
Assassin was a resounding success, generating
significant new leads for the company and putting it
on a strong growth trajectory.
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CONCLUSION



s
NICHE: MARKETING
AND ADVERTISING
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CASE STUDY 3:



However, despite their extensive knowledge
in various business areas, the company was
struggling with B2B lead generation efforts.
The team at Venture Growers didn't have the
expertise in running effective cold email and
LinkedIn campaigns. 

Venture Growers is a business consulting firm
that helps small and medium-sized businesses
grow. They specialize in a wide range of
industries, including health and wellness. 
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INTRODUCTION
AND BACKGROUND
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Level Healthcare Solutions
Nutronco
Bella Beat 
Keva Health

These leads have the potential to become
valuable clients for Venture Growers and
help them to grow their business. It also
helped them identify and expand into
new markets, and gain credibility and
reputation in the social media, website
traffic and B2B lead generation space.

SOME EXAMPLES:
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RESULTS AND
HIGHLIGHTS
The partnership between Venture

Growers and Lead Assassin generated

impressive results within a short period

of time. Within 90 days of running

campaigns, we were able to generate

50+ meetings with companies that

were looking for ways to increase their

social media presence, website traffic,

and B2B leads.

https://www.levelhcs.com/
https://www.nutronco.com/
https://bellabeat.com/
https://bellabeat.com/
https://www.kevahealth.com/


COLD EMAIL CAMPAIGN
STATISTICS
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Our cold email
campaigns get an

average of 45-80%
open rates and 3-8%

response rates. We
get an average of 3-
5 leads per week for

this client.



Overall, the partnership between Venture Growers and
our team was a resounding success, generating
significant new leads for the company and putting it
on a strong growth trajectory.
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CONCLUSION



sNICHE: PLUMBING AND ELECTRICAL

CASE STUDY 4:
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Man with a Wrench is a full-
service plumbing, electrical,
and HVAC company based in
the Greater Toronto Area. The
company had been in business
for several years but
struggled to generate high-
value sales leads for large
property and building
management firms. 
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INTRODUCTION
AND BACKGROUND



RESULTS AND
HIGHLIGHTS
Within just three months of launching lead

generation campaigns, Man with a Wrench

saw impressive results. They generated

over 50 high-value sales calls with some of

the largest property and building managers

in the Greater Toronto Area, including Del

Suites, Carson Dunlop, Royal LePage, and

Percy Ellis.

The lead generation campaign

helped Man with a Wrench to

expand its customer base and

increase their revenue. The

strategies used by Lead Assassin

were effective in reaching their

target audience and creating leads

that have a real potential of turning

into clients.
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COLD EMAIL
CAMPAIGN STATISTICS
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LINKEDIN CAMPAIGN
STATISTICS



COLD EMAIL CAMPAIGN STATISTICS
Our cold email campaigns get an average
of 40-50% open rates and 10-12% response
rates. We get an average of 4 to 5 leads
per week for this client.
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Sample responses:
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In conclusion, Lead Assassin's targeted lead
generation campaign was a major success for Man
with a Wrench. They achieve significant business
growth in a short amount of time and position
themselves as a major player in the market.
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CONCLUSION



sNICHE: HEALTH AND WELLNESS

CASE STUDY 5:
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INTRODUCTION
AND BACKGROUND
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The team behind AskDrNandi.com recognized
that in order to grow their reach and impact,
they needed to find the right partners. They
partnered with our team to find prospects
who share their values and mission to
promote organic food choices.

AskDrNandi.com is an online platform
dedicated to promoting healthy and
sustainable living through organic food choices
and natural remedies. The site features a wide
range of content and resources, including
recipes, articles, and videos, but struggled to
find potential clients that are interested in Dr.
Nandi’s sponsorship opportunities.



Bellabeat - a fast-growing company that
recently raised $18.8mm in funding 

Spice World - $300mm+ in revenue per year 

Freshnlean - over $100mm in revenue per year

Convosight - just raised $9mm in funding

SafeCatch - a leading alternative food company 
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The campaigns continue to generate a steady stream
of incoming bookings and our client has converted
some of these leads into sales at a high conversion rate.

SOME EXAMPLES:

Case StudiesLead Assassin

RESULTS AND
HIGHLIGHTS
During the initial stages of

our campaigns, we were

able to secure a significant

number of inquiries and

bookings with major

corporations.

https://bellabeat.com/
https://www.clemengerbbdo.com.au/en
https://www.clemengerbbdo.com.au/en
https://spiceworldinc.com/
https://www.clemengerbbdo.com.au/en
https://www.clemengerbbdo.com.au/en
https://www.freshnlean.com/
https://www.clemengerbbdo.com.au/en
https://www.convosight.com/
https://www.clemengerbbdo.com.au/en
https://safecatch.com/
https://www.clemengerbbdo.com.au/en
https://www.clemengerbbdo.com.au/en


Below are some sample lead responses
from our cold email outreach:
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Replies from LinkedIn Outreach:
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The outcome of this campaign demonstrates the
effectiveness of targeted lead-generation campaigns
in finding the right partners that align with a particular
mission. This in turn helped AskDrNandi.com grow and
increase their impact in the organic food market. 
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CONCLUSION



sNICHE: EVENTS SERVICES
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CASE STUDY 6:
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Lead Assassin worked with Kitsby Events to
develop a targeted lead generation campaign that
focused on reaching corporate decision-makers.
The campaign used a combination of cold email
and LinkedIn outreach to generate B2B leads.

Kitsby Events is a company that specializes in
providing virtual baking and in-person classes for
corporate clients. The company offers a unique
team-building experience for corporations and
has seen great success, but was struggling to
attract new corporate clients.
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INTRODUCTION
AND BACKGROUND



Within the first month of launching

the campaign, Kitsbyevents.com

saw an increase in website traffic

and received dozens of inquiries

from interested corporate clients.

Some of the clients include

Deloitte, IBM, and Google, which

have already booked virtual or in-

person classes with the company.
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With the above stats, we’re getting an average of 4 to
5 qualified and ready-to-buy leads for this client.

RESULTS AND
HIGHLIGHTS

COLD EMAIL
CAMPAIGN STATISTICS:



This campaign helped Kitsby Events to grow
their B2B customer base, increase revenue and
establish themselves as a reputable provider of
unique team-building experiences for
corporations. 
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CONCLUSION



sNICHE: CONSULTING

CASE STUDY 7:
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INTRODUCTION
AND BACKGROUND
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To help drive more sign-ups for their
webinars, Vital Metrics partnered with
our team and was asked to work at the
last minute to promote an event for
high-level executives at Fortune 500
companies. 

Vital Metrics is a leader in
environmental reporting services and
sustainability consulting. The company
regularly hosts webinars to educate
and engage their target audience but
struggled to generate enough sign-ups
for their events.
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We utilized LinkedIn outreach as a key strategy, which enabled us to significantly boost
webinar signups within a short period of 3 weeks. We were able to drive 401+ registrations

in this short span, as can be seen in the screenshot of registrations provided below:



In conclusion, the targeted lead generation campaign developed by
Lead Assassin for Vital Metrics was a great success. By utilizing
LinkedIn outreach as a key strategy, we were able to drive 401+
webinar signups, significantly surpassing the registration numbers
of previous webinars. The results of this case study demonstrate the
effectiveness of targeted lead-generation campaigns in reaching
the right audience and driving webinar sign-ups. It also showcases
the power of LinkedIn outreach as a way to reach potential leads and
generate results in a short time.
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CONCLUSION



sNICHE: B2B LEAD GENERATION

CASE STUDY 8:
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We also use our own lead generation
expertise to attract new clients. By
implementing targeted lead-generation
campaigns, we are also able to reach
potential clients and generate a consistent
stream of high-quality B2B leads.

Case StudiesLead Assassin

Lead Assassin is a B2B lead generation
agency that specializes in helping
businesses grow by generating high-
quality leads.
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INTRODUCTION
AND BACKGROUND



Here are some sample

responses from our cold email

outreach:

As a result of the targeted lead

generation campaigns, Lead

Assassin was able to generate

dozens of high-quality B2B

leads in a short period of time. 
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RESULTS AND
HIGHLIGHTS

Case StudiesLead Assassin

Increase its client base and grow revenue
Secure partnerships with other agencies
Establish itself as a leading agency in the B2B lead
generation space

Some of these leads converted into new
clients, helping our agency to:



The results of this campaign demonstrate that Lead Assassin truly
believes in the effectiveness of its services and that it practices
what it preaches.
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CONCLUSION

This case study is a clear example of how the agency 'drinks its
own wine' and trusts its own capabilities to generate leads and
grow its business. The use of targeted lead generation campaigns,
combined with the team's expertise helped to reach the right
target audience, in the right way and at the right time. 
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NINJA

Minimum of 10 qualified
meetings per month

800+ connection requests and
messages per month

Weekly reporting & strategy call

1 Dedicated Account Manager

Tool subscription fees included

2000+ cold emails per month

No contract lock-in period

sNo setup fees and hidden charges. We will also cover all the tool subscription fees worth $1000.

OUR PACKAGES
M O N T H - T O - M O N T H  P R I C I N G

ASSASSIN

(RECOMMENDED)

Minimum of 20 qualified
meetings per month

1600+ connection requests and
messages per month

Weekly reporting & strategy call

1 Dedicated Account Manager

Tool subscription fees included

4000+ cold emails per month

No contract lock-in period

Lead generation campaign
integration with your CRM

SENSEI

6000+ connection requests and
messages per month

2000+ cold calls per month

Lead generation campaign
integration with your CRM

Lead nurturing and drip campaigns

10,000+ cold emails per month

1 Dedicated Account Manager

Weekly reporting & strategy call

No contract lock-in period

Minimum of 40 qualified
meetings per month

$3,000/month $3,500/month $10,000/month



NINJA ASSASSIN

(RECOMMENDED)

SENSEI
$6,000/month $7,500/month $20,000/month

Minimum of 10 qualified
meetings per month

800+ connection requests and
messages per month

Weekly reporting & strategy call

1 Dedicated Account Manager

Tool subscription fees included

2000+ cold emails per month

sNo setup fees and hidden charges. We will also cover all the tool subscription fees worth $1000.

3  M O N T H  L O C K - I N  C O N T R A C T  P R I C I N G

Minimum of 20 qualified
meetings per month

1600+ connection requests and
messages per month

Weekly reporting & strategy call

1 Dedicated Account Manager

Tool subscription fees included

4000+ cold emails per month

Lead generation campaign
integration with your CRM

6000+ connection requests and
messages per month

2000+ cold calls per month

Lead generation campaign
integration with your CRM

Lead nurturing and drip campaigns

10,000+ cold emails per month

1 Dedicated Account Manager

Weekly reporting & strategy call

Minimum of 40 qualified
meetings per month
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